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Serving society in the hands of
Governance is a compelling tool of
bureaucrats who has to abide the
laws of democratic constitution
continuously striving to obtain the
lively end results when seen in
ground reality. In doing such, efforts
are not being reflected or projected
on large scale. As a consequence, the
bridge connecting the thin spectrum
of society and Government is the
transparency
medium.
In
concentrating this transparency
element of governance, information is
the base of sub-structuring any policy
or schemes which has to reflect in
modern digital platforms that has
closer and quicker access says
commissioner in believing the inform
and motivate principle.

Smart Schooling with Digital Mode
In aiming to provide quality education to the
students of municipal schools by providing world
class infrastructure, Municipal Corporation Kadapa
(MCK) had undertaken the Transmogrification of
eight Municipal Schools into virtual and digital mode
based educational setup under the aegis of
Municipal Administration Department, Government
of Andhra Pradesh. It is envisioned to enable two
way interactive approach among students and
teachers and also propels the student’s
understanding
capability
through
visual
representations of Multimedia Educational Digital
Content. Currently the corporation was close to the
acceptance of qualified tenders and is expected to
ground the installation of infrastructure soon, the
sources said.
Source: ATO Wing, MCK

PURASEVA – APP (Municipal Services at your fingertip)
In delivering the municipal services assuring the finite
elements of governance in reaching citizens fingertip
access is now physical in the form of Puraseva
application. This tool enables one to lodge grievances,
payments on utility charges, property and vacant lands in
a single click with the smartphone. Access to application
is sourced from Play Store as illustrated in the pictograph
attached below. Taking this initiative to public, municipal
employees are in duty in propagating and projecting the
facility through awareness campaigns at educational
institutions such as schools & colleges, residential areas,
public & semi public areas.

